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HOST COUNTRY AND CITY
ITALY
Italy is a country of south-central Europe, occupying a peninsula that juts deep into
the Mediterranean Sea. Italy is often described as a country shaped like a boot. At its broad top
stand the Alps, which are among the world’s most rugged mountains. Italy’s highest points are
along Monte Rosa, which peaks in Switzerland, and along Mont Blanc, which peaks in France. The
western Alps overlook a landscape of Alpine lakes and glacier-carved valleys that stretch down to
the Po River and the Piedmont. Tuscany, to the south of the cisalpine region, is perhaps the
country’s best-known region. From the central Alps, running down the length of the country,
radiates the tall Apennine Range, which widens near Rome to cover nearly the entire width of the
Italian peninsula. South of Rome the Apennines narrow and are flanked by two wide coastal plains,
one facing the Tyrrhenian Sea and the other the Adriatic Sea. Much of the lower Apennine chain is
near-wilderness, hosting a wide range of species rarely seen elsewhere in western Europe, such as
wild boars, wolves, asps, and bears. The southern Apennines are also tectonically unstable, with
several active volcanoes, including Vesuvius, which from time to time belches ash and steam into
the air above Naples and its island-strewn bay. In the Mediterranean Sea are situated
Sicily and Sardinia, Italy’s two main islands.
LOCATION:
Italy is located in Southern Europe,
bordered by the Adriatic Sea, the
Tyrrhenian Sea, the Ionian Sea and the
Mediterranean Sea and France, Switzerland,
Austria and Slovenia to the North.
AREA:
302,073km2
COASTLINE:
~7,500km
CLIMATE:
Italy is characterised by a Mediterranean
climate, with hot, dry summers and cool,
wet winters. July is the hottest month with
temperatures up to (38ºC) and January is the
coolest month.
POPULATION:
59,433,744
RELIGION:
Christianity (80,8%), No religion (13,4%),
Islam (4,9%), Others (0,9%)
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LANGUAGE:
The official language is Italian. Italy has
numerous local and regional languages,
most of which, like Italian, belong to the
broader Romance group. The majority of
languages often labeled regional are
distributed in a continuum across the
regions' administrative boundaries, with
speakers from one locale within a single
region being typically aware of the features
distinguishing their own variety from one of
the other places nearby. There are a series
of linguistic minorities, but full bilingualism
is legally granted only to the three national
minorities whose mother tongue is German,
Slovene and French, and enacted in the
regions of Trentino Alto-Adige, Friuli
Venezia Giulia and the Aosta Valley,
respectively.

GOVERNMENT INFORMATION

Government type: Unitary parliamentary constitutional republic
Capital: Rome
Administrative divisions: The Republic is divided into regions (regioni), provinces (province) and
communes (comuni). There are 15 ordinary regions and an additional 5 to which special autonomy
has been granted (Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Trentino Alto Adige, Valle d’Aosta, Sicily and Sardinia).
Birth of Italy: 17th March 1861. Italy has a history that stretches back thousands of years and
includes the Etruscans of Tuscany, the ancient Roman Empire and Charles the Great
(Charlemagne). The majority of its population are descendants of those ancient people.
Constitution: The Constitution of the Italian Republic (Costituzione della Repubblica Italiana) was
enacted by the Constituent Assembly on 22 December 1947, which has since been amended sixteen
times, the last of which occurred on 19th October 2020.
Legal system: the Italian legal system is that of a civil law state, governed by a codified law. Italy’s
system of government is that of a parliamentary republic, whilst state power is centralizes to a great
degree, Article 131 of the Italian Constitution divides the State into 20 regions, each conferred with
limited governing power.
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Suffrage: 18 years of age; universal. For Senate, 25 years of age.
Executive branch:
Chief of State: President Sergio Mattarella (since 2015)
Head of government: President of the Council of Ministers (Prime Minister, Presidente del
Consiglio dei Ministri) Mario Draghi (since February 2021)
Cabinet: The Prime Minister selects his cabinet of other ministers, who have to be approved and
appointed by the President of the Republic.
Elections: The President of the Italian Republic is elected by an electoral college of about 1000
members. The electoral college thus consists of: Deputies (630), Senators (315 elected, plus a small
and variable number of Senators for life).
The President of the Council of Ministers is appointed by the President and must then win the
confidence of parliament to stay in office.
Legislative branch:
Two-house, or bicameral, parliament. The two Houses, the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate,
perform the very same functions and are equal in power, but they do differ a bit in their structures
and modes of election. All member of the Chamber of Deputies, the lower houses, are popular
elected via a system of popular representation, which serves to benefit minor parties.
Elections: last held 4th March 2018
Judicial branch:
The Italian judicial system consists of a series of courts and a body of judges, who are civil
servants. Judges and prosecutors belong to the same civil service sector and their positions are
interchangeable. The judicial system is unified with every court being part of the national network.
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THE CITY OF PADOVA
Surrounded by the Euganean Hills and crossed by waterways, Padova is a city that blends historical
tradition and culture with burgeoning business and service industries. Its central position makes it
perfect for reaching Venezia and its beach resorts, the Dolomites, Lake Garda and the spa resorts of
Abano and Montegrotto Terme. Almost 500,000 tourists visit Padova each year to marvel at its art
and fine heritage of architecture and museums. Its squares, porticoes and old cobbled streets tell the
story of a wealthy, beautiful medieval town that was renowned for its art and culture. Over the last
few years, the city’s economy has taken off and its trade, logistics, infrastructure and large-scale
distribution have grown alongside its already well-developed network of small and medium
enterprises. Padova is at the heart of North-east Italy and is the powerhouse behind one of Europe’s
largest economic and industrial areas with more than 7 million inhabitants and 600,000 firms.
Padova is just one of Veneto’s seven provinces, each of which is home to beautiful natural scenery
and internationally renowned works of art. Venezia is about 30-40 minutes by train and so it is
within easy reach of Padova, making it the perfect destination for a day trip or even a special night
out. Once you have seen Venezia’s old town, you should also take a trip to its stunning lagoon
islands, which are just a short water-bus ride from the S. Zaccaria stop in St. Mark’s Square, or
from Fondamente Nove.
A city definable as truly student-friendly, Padua hosts over 60,000 students within a population of
little more than 210,000 inhabitants: these are the numbers depicting one of the oldest university
towns, where student and city life coexist in close proximity on a daily basis.
The student-filled piazzas, the open air of the river banks enjoyed by joggers, a summer aperitif on
the Piovego waterfront, not to mention an abundance of cultural, musical and sporting events. These
are all features of a vibrant and welcoming city where students can spend time in places full of
history, art and beauty, like the Botanical Garden where they can go free of charge. Many different
languages can be heard when walking around the city streets, not least as a result of the continuous
flow of international tourists.
Padua is also well endowed with parks, green spaces and bicycle lanes (currently 170 km), allowing
students to get from A to B quickly and easily, every day. And if the need arises, there is also a carsharing scheme available, with 28 docking stations. Similarly, people keen on sports are well
catered for, with the University Sports Centre (CUS) offering a wide range of activities, individual
and team alike.
There are always plenty of opportunities to hear good music, and many of the shops in the city
accept the Studiare a Padua Card, which entitles university students and employees to price
discounts.
More and more initiatives are being introduced for low price admission to theatres and concert halls
with Zed, including shows at the Gran Teatro Geox, subscriptions and special price tickets for the
Teatro Verdi, and admission free of charge to events staged by RadioBue.it, the University's web
radio station.
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TRAVELLING IN PADOVA
Thanks to its geographical position, in the centre of the Veneto flatland, the most common
transportation routes can get you to Padua easily. Furthermore, the city provides a network of public
services and various other means in order to get around.
The university promotes various initiatives in order to improve sustainable transport in urban areas,
gathering ideas, opinions and proposals from its own community of staff and students. We aim to
help the city to establish policies that favour more sustainable transport, seeking to reduce air
pollution and the emission of greenhouse gases as well as lower energy consumption.
Bus, coach, tram
City buses
APS Mobilità runs city buses. Tickets can be bought at edicole (newsagents) and tabaccherie
(tobacconists); bus passes are available at APS offices and online.
Tel. 049.8241111
There is also a transport service for those with disabilities (booking required):
Phone: 840.00055
Mon – Fri 7am – 7pm
Regional coaches
Transport throughout the region is run by Busitalia, based in Piazzale della Stazione, next to the
train station. One coach line connects Padova to Agripolis Campus in Legnaro.
Particularly in summer, links to tourist destinations around the Veneto region run more frequently.
Phone.: 049. 8206844
Tram (Metrobus)
The tram service is run by APS Mobilità; the tickets are also valid for city buses. The tram crosses
the city from north to south: from the train station to Guizza (south) and from the train station to
Pontevigodarzere (north). Doors open automatically, and each stop is announced by a voice-over.
Sightseeing bus
A special double-decker bus, run by City Sightseeing Padova offers a multi-lingual tour service to
see the most beautiful monuments Padova has to offer. Tickets are valid for 24 hours and can be
used at any stop of the two lines. The bus also has wheelchair access.
Viale Regione Veneto 10
Phone: 049.8704933
Night Bus
Night Bus is an on-call night-time bus service, founded in collaboration between the University, the
Municipality of Padova and Busitalia Veneto. Its objective is to make the city more accessible even
at night, with the initiative directed mainly towards students but also other residents living in
Padova.
The night-time buses cover the municipal area and are available every day of the week until
midnight, and until 3am Wednesday, Friday and Saturday evenings.
To access the service you should download the Night Bus App, available both for Android and iOS,
then register yourself. Students at the University of Padova can register with their Unipd account.
You can book your trip up to one week in advance, entering the pick-up location and final
destination; the Night Bus stops are the same as those used daily by the normal city bus service,
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excluding tram stops. The service costs €1.50 per person for each journey, which can be paid in
cash on board.
Bicycle and bicycles lanes
Padova City Council’s Ufficio Mobilità Ciclabile (Bicycle Mobility Office) provides information
on routes, cycle lanes, parking and special initiatives.
Phone: 049.8204883 (Tuesday and Thursday 10.30 am – 1 pm)
Email: ufficio.biciclette@comune.padova.it
There is a guarded bicycle parking area in Piazzale Stazione (train station).
Tagging your bike
Tagging your bike is a free service, offered by the Municipality of Padova, which consists of
marking the owner’s Codice Fiscale on the bike frame and attaching a permanent tag with the
Municipality’s seal. If your bike is stolen and found, through this system, law enforcement can trace
the owner.
Check availability online
Bike sharing
Goodbike Padova: thanks to this service you can use public bikes all over the city of Padova, taking
advantage of the network of stations where you can pick up and deposit bikes. Students and staff of
the University can access the service using their University badge, also receiving a discount when
they create their membership online through www.goodbikepadova.it.
Mobike: you can access this service through downloading the free Mobike app from the App Store
or Google Play. Using the app you can make payments or buy a Mobike Pass, use the map to locate
the closest bikes and book them (maximum 15 minutes). The bikes are equipped with GPS, a sim
card and a smart lock that can be locked and unlocked using the Mobike App.
Taxi and car
Taxis
Radiotaxi Padova is available 24 hours a day.
Tel. 049.651333
There is also a special service for people in wheelchairs and those accompanying them (max. 3
people). The service should be booked at least 24 hours in advance.
Phone: 049.651333
Email: info@taxipadova.it
Car Parking
The main city car parks are run by APS Parcheggi. Each car park has a limited number of places
reserved for disabled drivers.
Restricted Traffic Areas (ZTL)
The Z.T.L. (Zona Traffico Limitato - Restricted Traffic Area) is part of the city centre where access
and circulation of private vehicles is limited during certain hours. Entrances to the Z.T.L. are
marked and equipped with video surveillance cameras. Special permits can be obtained from the
City Police Office.
Car Sharing
The Car Sharing Service, based on a project already operating in many other countries, is conceived
as a completion of the public transport system and may be used by all those who wish to preserve
8
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the city’s environmental quality. Car sharing allows users to drive cars, located in one of the car
sharing parking areas, without the worry of maintenance, or running and property costs (fuel,
insurance, road tax, etc.). To access the service (available 24/7), private users must buy a season
ticket.
Students and staff at the University of Padova have access to discounted tariffs and memberships.
Train ticket machines at the University
The university has an agreement with Trenitalia that allows us to have self-service ticket machines
on site:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Engineering Area, portico adjacent to the bar, via Marzolo 9, Padova;
Palazzo Bo, near the lobby bar, via VIII febbraio 2, Padova;
Complesso ex-Fiat, lobby, via Venezia 13, Padova;
Campus di Agripolis, Cà Gialla (lobby), viale dell'Università 16, Legnaro (Padova)

The self-service ticket machines can issue national (including Frecce) tickets, regional tickets and
season passes. They also give information on train timetables. They are always active but follow the
same days and times as the opening hours of the facilities in which they are located.
Students and university staff can use this service, as well as the numerous guests visiting the
university.
TRAVELLING OUTSIDE PADOVA
When you travel outside Padova, you can use a train or a bus. Train is the main mean of transport,
apart from private cars, in Italy.
By air
The nearest airport is the Marco Polo airport in Venice (20km), east of Padova. It is the third in
importance in Italy, and conveniently linked with all major European airports. Convenient Italian
airports near Padova are also Bergamo – Orio al Serio, Milano - Malpensa, Bologna – Guglielmo
Marconi.
The best way to go to Padova from Venezia airport is by bus. You have to take a SITA company
bus (those are the blue buses). Tickets can be purchased in the Arrivals Hall, at the ATVO booth
(cost 3.15 euros). The tickets can also be bought on board the bus, but then they will cost 4.18
euros. Exit the Arrivals Hall and turn right. At the rightmost stop, you will see a blue SITA sign.
Board the blue SITA bus to Padova. The first stop is Venice. You must get off at the bus station in
Padova. Check the timetable in the link below:
https://www.sitabus.it/s015_z-s015_v-padova-venezia_dal160915al080616/.
The trip lasts one hour. Note that there is no taxi rank in the bus station in Padova. You have to
walk to the railway station and wait for a taxi on the taxi rank. The walk from the bus station to the
railway station is a short one (five minutes). You can also take a bus to Mestre and there take a train
to Padova. This has the advantage of leaving you at the railway station, from which you can directly
take a taxi. From Venezia airport, you have to take an ACTV bus (those are the orange buses). The
lines that go to Mestre are the 5 and 15. Note that the tickets have to be bought before you get on
board, you can buy them at the newspaper agent inside the airport. The ACTV Company buses is
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are usually rather frequent. Ask the conductor to tell you when to get off (you have to say you want
to go to "la stazione di Mestre"). All the trains going from Venezia Mestre to Milano, Bologna or
Roma, plus several local trains, stop in Padova (the ride time is 20/30 minutes), many trains are
available. If there are long queues in front of the counters, remember that you can also buy the
ticket at the automatic machines just in front of the counters. Both at the counters and at the
automatic machines you can pay with any internationally valid ATM card (i.e Cirrus, Maestro etc.).
Remember to validate the ticket in any yellow machine inside the station before getting on the train.
Otherwise, you will get a fine. Note that for Eurostar (ES) trains you need to pay a hefty
supplement. A lower supplement is due for the Intercity trains (IC).
From Venice Marco Polo Airport you can also reach Padova by a shuttle service. It is more
expensive, but it will leave you exactly at your hotel. You can choose two different companies
(reserve a seat at least 24 hours in advance!):
AIRSERVICE:
e-mail: airservice@taxipadova.it
Phone: +39-049-8707840
There is also an on-line reservation form
Fare: 20.66 euros per person (fixed price)
LANDOMAS:
e-mail: landomas@landomas.it
Phone +39-049-8601426
Fare: at most 25 euros (the price can be lower, depending on the number of people travelling)
Both companies offer the same service: someone will wait for you at the airport with a sign. Then
you will be taken to Padova on a small van. The ride lasts approximately 40 minutes. Finally, it is
not advised to take a taxi and go directly to Padova, as it may turn out to be quite expensive (around
75 euros).
By train
Italy has two railway companies: Trenitalia, which has been the only railway company in Italy until
2012, when Italo began operating, offering high-speed service between major Italian cities.
All services and timetables may be found at their respective websites.
https://www.trenitalia.com/en.html
https://www.italotreno.it/en/booking-train-ticket
By bus
The main Bus companies that operate in Italy are FlixBus, MarinoBus, Marozzi, among others.
These companies offer national and international routes.
https://www.flixbus.it/
https://marinobus.it/
https://www.marozzivt.it/home
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UNIVERSITY OF PADOVA

The University of Padova was established in 1222 after a group of students and teachers decided to
come here from Bologna. The students approved statutes, elected the rettore (rector, or chancellor)
and chose their teachers, who were paid with money the students collected. Defending freedom of
thought in study and teaching became a distinctive feature which today lives on in the University
motto: Universa Universis Patavina Libertas. The introduction of empirical and experimental
methods alongside the teaching of theory marked the dawn of a golden age. In the 16th and 17th
centuries, Padova became a workshop of ideas and the home of figures that changed the cultural
and scientific history of humanity. These figures included Andrea Vesalio, who founded modern
anatomy, as well as Copernicus, and Galileo, who observed the skies here. Padova also vaunts the
world’s first University botanical garden and permanent anatomy theatre, which was built by
Girolamo Fabrici d’Acquapendente. William Harvey, who became famous for describing how
blood circulated, studied in Padova, and in 1678 Elena Lucrezia Cornaro Piscopia was the first
woman in the world to be awarded a degree. The fall of the Serenissima Republic of Venezia
marked the dawn of a dark age. Padova fell under the rule of first the French and then the Austrians,
passing through Italy’s tumultuous Risorgimento, which also shook the University.
The University of Padova is one of Europe’s oldest and most prestigious seats of learning; it is a
multi-disciplinary university that aims to provide its students with both professional training and a
solid cultural background. The University of Padova offers its potential students 13 faculties, 91
first cycle degree courses, 78 second cycle degree courses, 8 single cycle degree courses, as well as
a vast array of Postgraduate courses. Although Padova is where the vast majority of teaching takes
place, a number of off-campus sites are located in the towns around Veneto.
Courses at the University of Padova are constantly updated in order to meet the ever-changing
needs of the labour market. Furthermore, highly motivated University students may also apply for
admission to the Galilean School of Higher Education. Its demanding selection process admits only
30 students each year to attend the School’s high-level in-house courses and to use its special
services.
HOW TO GET TO UNIPD – PADOVA
The railway station is a 15-minute walk from the old city centre; there are train services to Venice,
Trieste, Verona, Milan, Bologna, Florence and Rome. The university is centrally located. Use bike
or bus to get around.
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ADVANCED MASTERS IN STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF MONUMENTS AND HISTORICAL
CONSTRUCTIONS
The Advanced Masters in Structural Analysis of Monuments and Historical Constructions is a part
of the Civil Engineering Department.
The objective of the Advanced Masters in Structural Analysis of Monuments and Historical
Constructions (SAHC) is to offer an advanced education programme on the engineering of
conservation of structures of the architectural heritage, which encompasses all the different sources
of knowledge and experience required by the discipline. The Master will combine the diversity of
expertise at leading European universities in the field of structural analysis and conservation of
cultural heritage constructions.
Structure and content: The study programme is composed of eight units, being six courses/units
of 5 ECTS (45 hours of lectures and 95 hours of independent/group student work), one course
project-based of 9 ECTS (45 seminar hours, 45 tutorial hours and 162 hours of independent/group
student work) and one dissertation of 21 ECTS (30 tutorial hours and 558 hours of independent
student work). Lectures are held from 9:30 to 12:30 and individual/group work is compulsory at
University from 14:00 to 19:00.
The courses of 5 ECTS are given in 3.3 weeks without interruption. Each 5 ECTS course is divided
in two modules with independent evaluation, when the lecturers are available for the students and
provide extra tutorial as requested.
Therefore, each lecturer is typically involved two weeks in a single course. This allows
foreign/external lecturers to deliver the module and is very beneficial for the students, as they have
a lecturer almost full-time at their disposal for all the modules. The 5 ECTS courses are arranged as
a mix of theory and application, in a context of a project-led education, where a project is
effectively run for the full duration of the course.
The Integrated Project course (9 ECTS) is carried out during the full first 26 weeks of the MSc.
This truly project-based course includes a mini group project to solve a real engineering problem,
with site visits, and the preparation of a proposal work plan for the dissertation. In addition, special
lectures by top world experts, practitioners or researchers, and seminars by the students are also part
of the course.
Finally, the Final Project/Dissertation (21 ECTS) is carried out in the final part of the MSc (last 14
weeks). This aims at developing research and/or professional competences in the field of
Conservation and Restoration of Architectural Heritage Structures. The dissertation can be carried
out inside the Universities or in a private company, under University supervision. The general
description of the course/units is as follows:
SA 1: History of Construction and of Conservation (5 ECTS)
 Introduction to modern conservation criteria. General concepts. Structural conservation and
restoration.
 Construction techniques and structural components: masonry and earth.
 Construction techniques and structural components: timber and mixed systems.
 Construction techniques and structural components: metals. The use of metals in historical
construction.
 Introduction to 20th century heritage structures. Structural concrete across 20th century.
 Overall structural arrangements in history.
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Ancient rules and classical approaches.
Limit analysis: the static and the kinematic approach.
Damage and collapsing mechanisms in historical structures: gravity and soil settlements;
construction defects.
Damage and collapsing mechanisms in historical structures: environmental and
anthropogenic actions.
History of conservation. The Athens Charter and the Venice Charter. Modern structural
restoration practice.
The application of conservation criteria in practice. Diagnosis, safety evaluation and design
of intervention.
Examples. Discussion of analysis and restoration of real heritage structures.

SA 2: Structural Analysis Techniques (5 ECTS)
 Aims, challenges and difficulties in the modeling and analysis of historical structures.
 Governing equations of the mechanics of continuum.
 The finite element method.
 Elasto-plastic constitutive models.
 Geometrical nonlinearity.
 Solution procedures for non-linear incremental FE analysis.
 Damage mechanics, smeared crack models.
 Applicability of continuum mechanics.
 Blocky limit analysis of masonry.
 Demonstration of modelling of real structures and examples.
SA 3: Seismic Behaviour and Structural Dynamics (5 ECTS)
 Introduction to earthquake engineering.
 Elements of seismology and seismicity.
 Elements of seismic hazard analysis.
 Dynamic analysis of single-degree-of-freedom systems.
 Dynamic analysis of multi-degree-of-freedom systems.
 Dynamic analysis of structures using the finite element method.
 Response spectrum analysis of linear multi-degree-of-freedom systems.
 Response history analysis of linear multi-degree-of-freedom systems.
 Non-linear dynamic and static analysis of structures.
 Earthquake-resistant design of buildings.
 Structural dynamics in building codes.
 Elements of soil dynamics.
 Damage and collapsing mechanisms in existing (particularly historical) structures.
 Introduction to innovative earthquake-resistant systems
.
SA 4: Inspection and Diagnosis (5 ECTS)
 General methodology for Inspection & Diagnosis;
 Historical analysis, typical damages and deterioration processes in heritage structures;
 Visual inspection techniques for damage survey of structures with onsite applications;
 Non-destructive and minor destructive testing applied to historic buildings;
 Typical foundation damages and inspection techniques for geotechnical survey;
 Laboratory testing with masonry, concrete, metal and timber;
 Modal testing techniques and dynamic characterization of structures;
13
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Laboratory applications of AVTs;
Vibration-based damage identification methods;
Long-term monitoring of historic structures;
From continuous vibration monitoring to FEM-based structural assessment.

SA 5: Repairing and Strengthening Techniques (5 ECTS)
 Introduction to repair and strengthening.
 Strengthening of foundations.
 Discussion of load transfer and long term effects.
 Strengthening of concrete structures.
 Design of timber structures.
 Strengthening of timber structures.
 Design of masonry structures.
 Strengthening of masonry structures.
 Strengthening solutions.
SA 6: Restoration and Conservation of Materials: (5 ECTS)
 Introduction to conservation and restoration of materials;
 Historical materials: identification, types and classification;
 Binders and mortars;
 Degradation of historic materials: physical, chemical and biological actions;
 Degradation of historic materials: disasters and anthropogenic actions;
 Salts in stone and masonry;
 Cleaning of façades;
 Repair materials and techniques;
 Consolidation of degraded brick and masonries;
 Consolidation of degraded mortar and plaster and interaction with fixed artistic heritage;
 Protective and coating layers;
 Restoration and conservation of wood;
 Deterioration and conservation of metals;
 Deterioration and conservation of 20th century heritage concrete and modern materials;
 Technical excursion;
 Laboratory works and in-situ investigations.
SA 7: Integrated Project (9 ECTS)
 Field trips with presentations on case studies
 Seminars on conservation subjects not addressed in the course
 Comprehensive analysis of case studies in groups of 3 to 5 students
The curricular part of the Master Course is held in Guimarães, Portugal. The dissertation work is
then equally divided by all partners. The students will indicate their preference during the
application and the Management Board will decide a final selection based on the ranking of the first
20 curricular ECTS and a balanced distribution between Consortium members.
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ECTS
The ECTS - European Credit Transfer System (https://www.unipd.it/en/european-credit-transferand-accumulation-system-ects) - was developed by the European Commission in order to provide
common procedures to guarantee academic recognition of studies abroad. It provides a way of
measuring and comparing learning achievements and transferring them from one institution to
another.
The ECTS system is based on the principle of mutual trust and confidence between the participating
higher education institutions. The few rules of ECTS concerning the information on courses
available (ECTS Information Package): the agreement between the home and host institutions
establishing the programme of study to be taken (Learning Agreement), the use of credit units to
indicate the student’s workload (ECTS credits) and the use of a Transcript of Records, which shows
the student’s learning achievements in a way which is commonly understood and easily transferable
from one institution to another, are set out to reinforce this mutual trust and confidence.
The grading system is a key issue in the academic recognition process for students participating in
international mobility programmes. Grading scales vary according to host countries and institutions
which increases the difficulty and complexity levels of the equivalence process.
Therefore, having in mind the different grading systems in Europe, a grading scale has been
developed in the framework of ECTS (European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System) to
make the comparison between different national scales easier and the assessment process more
transparent.
The ECTS grading scale allows the qualitative assessment of students' performance in the subjects
attended at the host institution.
At the first level, this grading system divides students into two separate groups: pass and fail; and
afterwards, those obtaining passing grades are divided into five subgroups. An ECTS grade is
allocated to each subgroup.
The ECTS grade aims at providing additional information regarding the student's achievements in a
specific subject. It is based on the rank of a student in a given assessment that is how he/she
performed relative to other students in the same class (or in a significant group of students).
ECTS grade does not intend to replace the local grade but to provide qualitative information about
the student's academic performance.
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For ordinary exams, universities in Italy use a 30-point scale that can be divided into failing (0 to
17) and passing (18 to 30 cum laude) grades. For final assessment of the entire degree, a 110-point
scale is used, which is divided into two as well, with 66 being the minimum for a degree to be
awarded. The 110-point scale incorporates scores both on course exams and for the final thesis. For
outstanding results, lode, "praise" or "cum laude," is added to the maximum grade.
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ACADEMIC CALENDAR
Period
October-March
(coursework)
April-July
(dissertation)

UMinho
X

UPC

UNIPD

CTU

X

X

X

X

National Holidays
January 1: New Year’s Eve
January 6: Epiphany (Epifania or Befana)
February or early March: Carnival (a Western Christian festive season that occurs before the
liturgical season of Lent)
Friday before Easter Sunday: Good Friday
March or April: Easter Sunday (Easter always occurs on the first Sunday after the Paschal Full
Moon, i.e. the first full moon that occurs after the vernal equinox, which signifies the beginning of
Spring in the Northern hemisphere)
March or April: Easter Monday (Pasquetta)
April 25: Liberation Day
May 1: Labour Day
June 2: Republic Day
August 15: Assumption of Mary
November 1: All Saints
December 8: Feast of the Immaculate Conception
December 25: Christmas Day
December 26: Saint Stephen’s Day
ITALIAN LANGUAGE COURSE
The CLA - Centro linguistico di Ateneo (University Language Centre) promotes, organises and offers
Italian language courses for international students, researchers and professors.
All students are free to use the multimedia facilities and the language laboratory for self-learning;
they can also have access to audio-visual and computerised resources.
CLA offers biannual courses (starting in October and in March) to all exchange and double degree
students. The courses cover levels A1 to C2 of the Council of Europe’s Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages.
The first course is free. The registration fee for further courses is EUR 102,00 per course.
CLA - CENTRO LINGUISTICO DI ATENEO
via Venezia, 16 - Padova
Phone +39 049 827 6185
didattica.cla@unipd.it
http://cla.unipd.it/en/
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UNIVERSITY FACILITIES

Libraries
The University provides its students and staff with a University Library System, which includes a
vast bibliographic and informative heritage accessible from both university libraries and through a
digital library. University libraries are also open to the public.
The University Library System includes the library resources and services of the University of
Padova.
The mission of the University Library System is
 to preserve, update and promote the use of the University bibliographic and documentary
collections
 to guarantee the widest possible e-access to scientific information through the University
Digital Library
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 to support University research and teaching activities

Library System, facts and figures (year 2020):
 The University Library System (Sistema Bibliotecario d'Ateneo - SBA) serves over 57,000
students and 2,057 academic staff
 More than 2,200,000 books and journals
 More than 104.00 loans
 About 78.000 e-journals and 300 online databases accessible both on campus and off
campus (proxy access)
 More than 200.000 ebooks
The main function of the libraries is to support research and education within the University of
Padova.
Faculty, staff and students of the University of Padova have access to the libraries of the University
of Padova Library System. External users must purchase an access card.
Erasmus and other exchange students enjoy the same rights as Italian students. Each library may
establish a specific procedure to ensure that books are returned (e.g. deposit, letter from the person
responsible for the mobility exchange, etc.).
The UNIPD offers you:







A digital library easy to access and browse with a special section dedicated to the specific
needs of international students and scholars
Advanced information, services and collections
Simple search and access to electronic resources (databases, ejournals, etc.)
Assistance in using the library
A pleasant environment for study and research
Extended opening hours in some libraries to allow students to use information resources in
the evening and at weekends.

The UNIPD guarantees




Professional staff
Helpful assistance
Quick and careful search

The UNIPD expects you




To comply with the Library Regulations
To familiarise with the user information
To ask a librarian if you need any help

http://bibliotecadigitale.cab.unipd.it/en
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Healthcare for European students
Students coming from EU countries can benefit from medical assistance in Italy thanks to the
European Health Insurance Card (EHIC, in Italian "TEAM") issued by the competent health
institution in your country of residence.
The EHIC must be valid abroad: please verify that the European medical assistance section is filled
out with your personal data.
Please check the EHIC expiry date before the departure and make sure to renew it on time in case of
expiry during your stay in Italy.
If you do not have an EHIC, please contact the competent health institution in your country of
residence before the departure.
The EHIC gives you access to the National Health Service for "urgently needed medical treatments"
during your temporary stay (The general aim is to ensure assistance while you are staying in Italy):
You can have free check-up by all GPs. You can access all hospitals and agreed clinics, laboratories
and instrumental-diagnostic tests by paying a fee, commonly called "ticket".
The EHIC guarantees medical assistance for health issues occurred during your stay in Italy only; it
does not cover the cost of private medical treatments.
If during your stay you need to undergo regular therapies, you must contact the hospital or clinic in
Italy well in advance, in order to make sure that such therapies are available (for this purpose, a
medical report must be provided).
For scheduled treatments, elective care and waivers please see detailed info here:
https://www.unipd.it/en/healthcare-EU
Healthcare for extra-European students
Extra-EU students have 3 options:
EHIC (European Health Insurance Card)
Private insurance
Bilateral agreement
1. EHIC
If you reside in a EU country and you have a Health Insurance Card (EHIC, in Italian "TEAM")
issued by the competent health institution in your European country of residence, you can benefit
from medical assistance in Italy during your stay.
The EHIC must be valid abroad: please verify that the European medical assistance section is filled
out with your personal data.
Please check the EHIC expiry date before the departure and make sure to renew it on time in case of
expiry during your stay in Italy.
If you do not have an EHIC, please contact the competent health institution in your country of
residence before the departure and ask if you are entitled to request it.
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The EHIC gives you access to the National Health Service for "urgently needed medical treatments"
during your temporary stay (the general aim is to ensure assistance while you are staying in Italy):
You can have free check-up by all GPs.
You can access all hospitals and agreed clinics, laboratories and instrumental-diagnostic tests by
paying a fee, commonly called "ticket".
The EHIC guarantees medical assistance for health issues occurred during your stay in Italy only; it
does not cover the cost of private medical treatments.
If during your stay you need to undergo regular therapies, you must contact the hospital or clinic in
Italy well in advance, in order to make sure that such therapies are available (for this purpose, a
medical report must be provided).
For scheduled treatments, elective care and waivers please see detailed info here:
https://www.unipd.it/en/healthcare-nonEU
2. Private Insurance
If you do not have an EHIC, you must purchase a private insurance (with any company, in Italy or
abroad).
Minimum requirements for all immigration procedures (valid in Italy):
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

coverage of all disease risk claims;
coverage of medical expenses (€ 30,000 minimum);
coverage of emergency medical evacuation and repatriation of remains;
the validity period must be clearly stated and it has to be equal to the residing period in
Italy;
clear indications for claims;
a national office established in Italy to be contacted in case of emergency;
legal translation in Italian, in case the insurance policy is signed in another Country;
Students covered by private insurance must contact the insurance company directly with
regard to the insurance policy's conditions of use (e.g. how to obtain medical assistance; if
medical expenses must be paid by the holder and claimed later; which medical expenses are
covered, etc.)

The University of Padova or ULSS (Unità Locale Socio Sanitaria) do not provide any kind of
information or assistance about private insurance.
3. Bilateral Agreements
Italy has agreements with a few extra-European countries (Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Cape
Verde, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro, Monaco, Republic of
San Marino) which entitle to comprehensive medical care provided by the Italian National Health
Service, using the forms released by the healthcare institutions in your country of residence.
For further information, click here: https://www.unipd.it/en/healthcare-nonEU
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How to get medical assistance
Medical emergency
If you need medical assistance, you can go to any General Practitioner (GP – in Italian "Medico di
Medicina Generale" or "Medico di base") in any Social Health District (Distretto Socio Sanitario)
of the ULSS n. 6 (local health district).
Costs: if you have an EHIC or you benefit from a bilateral agreement, the service will be for free; if
you only have private insurance, you will have to pay a fee for the check-up (it may vary from 50 to
150 Euros approx.)
In case of severe emergency, you should go to the nearest Emergency Room ("Pronto Soccorso").
At the arrival in the ER, a code is assigned based on the urgency of your condition:
1) Red code: very critical, danger of death, highest priority, immediate access to healthcare;
2) Yellow code: averagely critical, advanced risk, possible danger of death;
3) Green code: little critical, no risks of worsening, treatment can be delayed;
4) White code: not critical, not urgent.
To access the Emergency Room you should bring with you:
1) ID or passport;
2) EHIC or the form released by the Social Health District (for students from countries with
which Italy has an agreement only), or a valid medical insurance.
Before leaving the Emergency Room, you will have to pay a fee, commonly called "ticket", which
varies depending on the colour code assigned (see above).
If you cannot go to the Emergency Room, you can call 118, the phone number for medical
emergencies.
General Practitioners (GPs)
Costs: If you have an EHIC or you benefit from a bilateral agreement, the service will be for free. If
you only have private insurance, you will have to pay a fee for the check-up (it may vary from 50 to
150 Euros approx.)
A General Practitioner can release prescriptions for medicines and referral for specialist treatment,
as well as medical certificates (e.g. for VISA).
For sport medical certification, please refer to sport medical centres.
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Canteen
University Canteens
ESU canteens are near to the city centre or to the main University buildings.
A wide choice of food is available including three first courses, four second courses, side dishes,
drinks, desserts or coffee. A light meal or pizza can also be purchased using a University card that
can be topped up at prepayment machines located in the canteens. The charges normally vary from
2,70 euro to 4,50 euro, depending on the student’s financial situation and merit. Additional
discounts are available for students eligible for or awarded study grants and for people
accompanying disabled students (only if eligible for or awarded study grants). The ESU also
guarantees this service to students at the University’s satellite sites (Castelfranco Veneto,
Conegliano, Feltre, Rovigo, Treviso, Portogruaro, Vicenza) thanks to agreements with local
restaurants and other self-service caterers.
For information on prices and discounts:
Ufficio Benefici e interventi / Financial support office
via San Francesco 122, 35121 Padova
phone 049.8235672 - 5673 - 5674
fax 049.8235677
ristorazione@esu.pd.it
For information on University canteens
Ufficio Ristorazione universitaria / University Catering Office
via San Francesco 122, 35121 Padova
phone: 049.8235686
fax 049.8235684
ristorazione@esu.pd.it
Canteens - List of facilities
ESU University Canteens
Agripolis
Viale dell'Università, 16 (ex via Romea) - Legnaro (PD)
phone: +39 049 8837168
Nord Piovego
Via G. Colombo 1 (angolo con via Ugo Bassi) - Padova (PD)
tel: +39 049 8071530
San Francesco
Via San Francesco 122 - Padova (PD)
phone: +39 049 8235688
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University Affiliated Canteens
Mensa Acli (Pio X)
Via Bonporti 20
phone: +39 049 8762255
Self Service Forcellini
Via Forcellini 172
phone: +39 049 8033100
Self Service Murialdo
Via Grassi 42
phone: +39 049 772011
Ristorazione Belzoni
via Belzoni, 158
phone: 049 8066190
University-affiliated canteens outside Padova
Conegliano (TV)
Self-service Casa Toniolo
Via Galilei 32
Feltre
Self-service presidio ospedaliero di Feltre (i.e. at the Hospital)
Via Borgo Ruga, 30
Rovigo
Ristorante universitario at Censer
Viale Porta Adige 45
Phone.: +39 0425412199
Treviso
Trattoria Hesperia
Piazza Francesco Crispi, 2
Self-service presidio ospedaliero di Treviso (i.e. at the Hospital)
Via Borgo Cavalli, 42
Vicenza
Self-service Vicenza
Contrà Barche (at “Ex Gil”)
Self-service presidio ospedaliero di Vicenza (i.e. at the Hospital)
Via F. Rodolfi 37
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SPORTS
Staying fit despite many hours of study will not be a problem: the CUS (Centro Universitario
Sportivo - University Sports Centre) provides two large sport facilities where you can practice many
sports (athletics, rugby, volleyball, basketball, boat races…) both at amateur and competitive level.
You will also have the chance to represent the University in local and national Championships!
via Giordano Bruno 27
Phone: +39 049 685222 +39 049 681761
e-mail: info@cuspadova.it
Sport fields and structures
via Giordano Bruno 27
Phone:. +39 049 8801551
via J. Corrado 4
Phone: +39 049 8076766
www.cuspadova.it
SPORT CENTRES
Centro Sportivo Plebiscito
(climbing, football, swimming, squash, tennis, fitness, rugby)
via Geremia 2/2
Phone: +39 049 611133
Impianto Polifunzionale Brentella
(basket, paddle, BMX, football, climbing, gym, volleyball, roller-skating, skateboarding, archery)
via Pelosa 74/c
Phone: +39 049 8716915
Paltana
(canoeing, swimming, tennis)
via Decorati al Valor Civile 2
Phone: +39 049 681300
Pattinodromo
(hockey, roller-skating)
via D’Acquapendente 1/g
Phone: +39 049 8801262
Golf della Montecchia
via Montecchia 12
Selvazzano Dentro (PD)
Phone: +39 049 8055550
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Couver Tennis
(tennis, five-a-side football)
via Monte Pertica 57
Phone: +39 049 8761610
Boomerang
(beach volley, fitness, football, tennis, swimming)
via Vecellio 1
Ponte San Nicolò (PD)
Phone: +39 049 717222
www.boomerangclub.it
STADIUMS
Colbachini
(athletics)
Piazza Azzurri D’Italia (Arcella)
Phone: +39 049 8227114
Euganeo
(soccer; sometimes used for concerts and shows)
viale Nereo Rocco 60
Phone: +39 049 865 8341
Palafabris – San Lazzaro
(indoor sports; sometimes used for concerts and shows)
via San Marco 53
Phone: +39 049 738 617oasi 2000
SWIMMING POOLS
Amusement Park
via Fogazzaro 8/d
Phone: +39 049 8805025
Complesso Natatorio Paltana
via Decorati al Valor Civile 2
Phone: +39 049 681300
Centro Sportivo Plebiscito
via Geremia 2/2
Phone: +39 049 611133
Oasi 2000
Via Pioveghetto, 9
Phone: +39 049 8712600
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Società Nuotatori Padovani
via Tirana 23
Phone: +39 049 8710252
THERMAL SWIMMING POOLS (please note that the list below is only a limited selection of
facilities; for further information please visit the official website)
Columbus Thermal Pool
via Martiri d’Ungheria 22 - 35036 Abano Terme (PD)
Phone: +39 049 8601555-0744
Esplanade Tergesteo
via Roma 54 - 35036 Montegrotto Terme (PD)
Phone.: +39 049 8911777
www.esplanadetergesteo.it
Petrarca
piazza Roma 23 - 35036 Montegrotto Terme (PD)
Phone: +39 049 8911744
www.hotelpetrarca.it
Terme Preistoriche
via Castello 5 - 35036 Montegrotto Terme (PD)
Phone: +39 049 793477
www.termepreistoriche.it
STUDENTS UNION
The University of Padua recognizes and facilitates students’ activities and their free associations,
which contribute at improving their study performance and the quality of university life, especially
by promoting student-led activities in the fields of culture and cultural exchanges, sports and
leisure. It helps the projects of proactive students come to life, by contributing to the financing of
their best initiatives.
Two Calls for proposal are published yearly: one for cultural and leisure time initiatives proposed
by students, and the other for innovative projects. Ideas can be submitted by individual or groups of
students regularly enrolled in the University of Padua degree courses.
https://www.unipd.it/en/associations
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ENTRY AND RESIDENCE REGULATIONS
International students in Padua need to go through a number of procedures that will differ according
to:
1) their nationality (European or non-European);
2) the length of their stay (more or less than 90 days);
3) their student status (international mobility or study programmes, or standard enrolment on
an entire course).
All students are subject to Italian law regulating residence permits for foreign nationals.
Students can contact the SAOS for free help with the procedure.
SAOS - Servizio Accoglienza Ospiti Stranieri
Palazzo Bo, via 8 febbraio 2 - 35122 Padova
e-mail: saos@unipd.it
Front office: by appointment only, to be arranged by email
Visa requirements
As a general rule, when submitting a visa application at the Italian embassy or consulate you meet
the following conditions:
1) Hold a valid passport, which is recognised by Italy and remains valid for at least three
months subsequent to your planned period of stay in Italy.
2) Have adequate means of subsistence, both for the duration of the planned stay and for the
return trip to your country of origin or transit to another country. According to the Italian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs regulations for a. y. 2018/19, these means are quantified as euro
453,00 per month, equal to euro 5.889,00 per year considering and euro 11.778 for a 2-year
study course. The availability in Italy of such means of support must be proven through
personal or parental economic guarantees, or provided by Italian Institutions or Authorities
of proven liquidity, including Universities, local Government, foreign Institutions or
Authorities deemed reliable by the Italian Embassy/Consulate. The availability of means of
subsistence cannot be demonstrated through the exhibition of a bank guarantee, or of a
guarantee insurance policy, and neither with cash or guarantees supplied by third parties.
Please note: the application for an Italian Government scholarship or other scholarships
does not act as a document of economic coverage. Students who, having requested but not
yet obtained an Italian Government / other scholarship, are intended to enrol must produce
a document proving economic coverage as all other candidates.
The availability of the necessary sum for repatriation, which can also be demonstrated by
showing a return ticket.
3) Meet other country-specific requirements. Always check with the Italian embassy/consulate
in your country of residence for precise information!
And submit the following documents:
Entry visa application form
1) Four recent passport-size photographs;
2) Proof of admission. The University of Padova will supply you with a formal Admission
Letter which proofs that you are admitted to a full-time study programme;
3) Proof a suitable accommodation in Italy;
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4) Adequate Health Insurance cover for medical expenses and hospital stays. A medical insurance
for a Schengen visa must meet the following criteria:
- medical coverage of at least euro 30.000,00
- coverage of emergency medical evacuation and repatriation of remains
Furthermore, acceptable medical insurance for Italian residence permit must provide evidence of
a national office based in Italy to be contacted in case of emergency. Should the insurance
company not have such contact in Italy, you can use “Generali” insurance, i.e. the basic
insurance accepted by the Embassies/Consulates and by the Immigration Office in Padova for
visa and residence permit purposes (6 months = euro 49,00, 12 months = euro 98,00 ).
5) Other documents, depending on the country (e.g. English language certificates, Declaration of
Value etc.). Always check with the Italian embassy/consulate in your country of residence for
precise information!
Please note: it is your responsibility to start the process as soon as possible as the visa may take up
to three months or longer to obtain. Admission as a student at the University of Padova does not
guarantee a visa. In any event, the decision on whether a visa will be granted to you remains with
the Embassy / consulate.
Special cases
If you have a double nationality, including one of a European Union / EEA member state (e.g.
Italian and Brazilian), you do NOT need a visa and/or residence permit to study in Italy.
If you are a permanent resident of another European Union member state and have a valid European
Residence Permit, you should contact the Italian diplomatic authority in your European country of
residence, to inquire if you need a visa to enter Italy and obtain an Italian residence permit.
If you are a non-European citizen currently residing in Italy with a valid residence permit, you can
find further information on how to renew your residence permit on our website (in Italian).
Tax code (codice fiscale)
The Italian tax code (codice fiscale) is an alphanumeric code which allows Italian authorities to
identify any person. The tax code is essential if you need to sign a contract in Italy, to open a bank
account, and to access many public services (including health services).
The official tax code is NOT needed at application stage. The online application system will
automatically generate a tax code for all non-Italian citizens. The official code is however needed to
enrol at the University of Padova.
The tax code is issued by the Italian Revenue Agency (Agenzia delle Entrate). You can apply for a
tax code following one of the procedures detailed below:
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Apply directly at the Italian consular authorities in your country of residence (recommended). Visit
the website of the Italian consulate/embassy in your country for further information
OR
For students: if you are admitted to one of our degree programme the Admissions and Welcome
Unit will apply for a tax identification code on your behalf and will send you the certificate via
email.
To stay in Italy for more than 90 days, you need to be registered on the “Temporary Residents
Register” (Schedario della popolazione temporanea) at the Town Hall Registry Office (Ufficio
Anagrafe del Comune).
The University offices will support you with the registration process.
What you need
1) Your passport or other valid identity document;
2) Your tax identification number (codice fiscale);
3) Attendance certificate;
4) Proof of sufficient funds to support yourself;
5) Proof of health insurance;
6) A rental contract or other proof of accommodation;
7) A 16€ marca da bollo (duty stamp);
Non-European Union nationals
Non-European Union nationals or stateless people need a residence permit for study purposes if
they want to attend University courses for more than three months.
To obtain a residence permit for study purposes, students enrolled on a University course or in a
secondary school will need a student visa.
Application for the permit must be made within 8 working days of arrival in Italy; however, if you
are required to self-isolate as prescribed by travelling and health regulations, you have to count the
8 working days starting from the end of your quarantine (14 days).
The first permit is valid for one year.
When you obtain your residence permit for study purposes, you are allowed to work for a maximum
of 20 hours per week. The hours are accumulative, but over the 52-week period must not exceed an
annual total of 1,104 hours.
What you need
1) Four passport-size photos on a white background; bring these to your first appointment at police
headquarters (Questura)
2) A €16 marca da bollo (duty stamp)
3) A photocopy of your passport or identity document (main page and any pages bearing stamps or
visas);
4) A photocopy of any student permits issued by a EU Member State belonging to the Schengen
Area;
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5) A photocopy of a valid insurance policy to provide health or accident cover for the duration of
your residence permit in Italy;
6) A photocopy of the certificate attesting either enrolment for the current academic year or activity
carried out at the University;
7) Confirmation of your accommodation - issued by the service in charge/ house contract +
comunicazione di ospitalità
8) A photocopy of documents attesting adequate financial resources for the duration of your
residence permit in Italy (e.g. study grant declaration or bank statement).

COMMUNICATION
Post office
The Post Offices in Padova are open from 08h20 to 19h00 Monday to Friday and 08h20 to 12h30
on Saturdays, but the opening hours may vary with different post offices. Many kiosks sell postage
stamps. The cost of the stamps depends on the destination country:
National service: 1,10 €
International service: from 1,15€
All options are available at https://www.poste.it/index.html
- Post Offices
Padova Centro
Corso Garibaldi, 25
phone: 049-8772209
Padova 2
Via del Portello, 16, 35129
Phone: +390497921411
Shipping Belongings
DHL Express Padua
Complesso C, Via Inghilterra, 16, 35127 Padova PD, Italy
Phone: +39 199 199 345
GLS Padova
Address: Via Canada, 4, 35127 Padova PD, Italy
Phone: +39 049 879 2240
FOOD
Shopping
Padua is a small city, but everything that you need is at a small walking distance, and if it's a little
further, you always have your bike. Having said that, it's no wonder that this city is much cheaper
than, say, Milan, Rome, Florence in all aspects (rent, food and utilities).
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As for Padova's range of products when it comes to groceries, you can get high quality produce at
very reasonable prices at the street markets which pop up sporadically around the city. When it
comes to the supermarkets, they keep basically the same prices of all other stores along the country.
Padova is too small to be filled with shopping malls, though it has a bunch a bunch of little local
shopping stores, where you can buy clothes, jeans, sneakers and accessories. Shops usually close for
lunch, while you find shopping malls open until late.
Centro Commerciale PADOVA
Via Portogallo, 11, 35127 Padova PD, Italy
Centro GIOTTO
Via Venezia, 61, 35131 Padova PD, Italy
http://www.centrogiotto.com/
+390498073388
Galleria San Carlo
Via Tiziano Aspetti, 250, 35133 Padova PD, Italy
Eating Habits
Italy has a rich culinary culture. Each region has its own specialties and it is worth trying local
dishes. Traditionally Italians have a multi-course meal, comprising of antipasto, primo, secondo and
dolce (starter, first dish, usually pasta based, second or main dish, usually meat or fish, and dessert).
Nowadays, Italians only eat one or two dishes, usually a starter and a primo or secondo. Pizza is an
individual dish! Don’t think you can share one pizza among your friends, you will leave hungry.
Padua is a city famous for its culinary tradition. When in Padua, you can taste many delicious
typical dishes.
Risotto con i Rovinassi
"Risotto con i Rovinassi" is among the typical dishes of Paduan cuisine, it is the risotto with
chicken livers, better known as risotto with "rovinassi".
Oca in onto Padovana
Boneless goose meat, salted and preserved in goose fat, pork fat or oil.
The goose is cut into whole pieces, the bones and skin removed and placed in salt for two days,
dried by the fire in the fireplace and placed in enameled earthenware containers, immersed in
overlapping layers in the melted goose fat, or pork fat or oil, in such a way that no air remains
inside the earthenware, which is hermetically sealed; the meat must be matured for at least one
month before consumption.
Bigoli
Fresh spaghetti pasta made with flour, eggs, water and salt. In "bigoli mori" or "bigoi neri" variant,
wholemeal or cuttlefish black flour is used. Product of peasant tradition in use since the times of the
Serenissima Republic of Venice.
Gran bollito alla Padovana
It is said that even Galileo was fond of mixed boiled granite, a typical dish prepared with beef,
cotechino and chicken flavoured with mustard, green sauce or cream.
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Riso/tagliatelle in brodo d'anatra
The duck has become an important source of sustenance for the people of Padua, especially during
the war. Today its meat has become the protagonist of many traditional local recipes: riso in brodo
d'anatra and tagliatelle in brodo d'anatra, above all.
Meals
There are many places where to eat in Padova, from restaurants, to osterie and trattoria, where local
food and wine is served.
Osteria dei Fabbri
Via Fabbri, 13, 35122 Padua
Typical local of the Venetian tradition, "poor" dishes presented with taste and excellent palate
enjoyment. Kindness and helpfulness of all the staff, ideal for a lunch in good company!
Recommended to book as it is a very popular place.
Ristorante da Giovanni
Via Pietro Maroncelli, 22, 35129 Padua
Typical restaurant where you can taste traditional dishes: trolley of vegetables but especially boiled
and roasted meat. Wide choice.
Osteria dal Capo
Via Obizzi, 2, 35122 Padua
The perfect example of Venetian tavern: simple dishes, enhancement of the raw materials of the
territory, local bulk wine that flows in liters.
Zaramella
Largo Europa, 10 - 35137 Padua
Since 1856 "Antica Trattoria Zaramella" has been one of the most important landmarks of the
restaurant in Padua. For decades it has enjoyed the recognition of the most appreciated gastronomic
experts and the most accredited guides.
Osteria ai Scarponi
Via Cesare Battisti, 138, 35121 Padua
Small and intimate restaurant, located near the wonderful Basilica of Sant'Antonio. The menu offers
typical dishes of the Venetian/Padua tradition and changes every 15 days.
Trattoria da Pippo
Via Gattamelata, 80, 35128 Padua
Homemade and quality cuisine, you have to book a bit in advance because it is easy to find full.
Do not forget the famous Italian aperitivo! Many bars and restaurants offer a rich buffet and you
only pay for your drinks! Why not try the typical Spritz?
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FINANCES
CURRENCY
In the year 1999, Portugal joined the Monetary Union and the Euro (€).
Coins: 0,01 €; 0,02 €; 0,05 €; 0,10 €; 0,20 €; 0,50 €; 1,00 €; 2,00 €
Bank-notes: 5 €; 10 €; 20 €; 50 €; 100 €; 200 €; 500€
Currency converter: https://www.bancaditalia.it/compiti/operazionicambi/cambio/cambi_rif_20210630/?com.dotmarketing.htmlpage.language=1
Exchanging Money
The best place to exchange money is in the main banks (usually 8:30 – 15:45 Monday to Friday.
The banks at the airport offer a reasonable rate, so change your money there.
Banks
Non-Italian residents are entitled to open non-resident bank accounts (conto corrente non residenti),
regardless of their citizenship or visa status. One initial in person visit at the bank is normally
required unless the bank offers remote personal identification.

Requirements to open an Italian bank account:
Valid ID (e.g., Passport);
Italian tax code (codice fiscale);
Anti Money Laundering (AML) compliance.
For a simpler solution, you may open an online account (e.g. Revolut, ActivoBank).
Credit Cards
American Express, MasterCard, Maestro and VISA are accepted in Italy, and are usually welcome
in small hotels, restaurant and shops.
HEALTH AND WELFARE
Hospitals and emergencies
Contact Centre (for appointments with a referral issued by a GP for specialist treatment or medical
exams)
Phone: 840 000664
Mon - Fri 7.30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Azienda Ospedaliera di Padova (Main Hospital)
via Giustiniani 2
Phone: +39 049 8211111 (switchboard)
Phone: +39 049 8213200 (Public Relations Office)
Complesso socio-sanitario ai Colli
via dei Colli 4
Phone: +39 049 8216811 (switchboard)
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Ospedale Sant'Antonio
via Facciolati 71
Phone: +39 049 8216511 (switchboard)
For detailed information about medication and pharmacies, specialist consultations and diagnostic
examinations, scheduled treatments, elective care, vaccinations, psychological and psychiatric
assistance please visit:
https://www.unipd.it/en/healthcare
Psychological Assistance Service
The Psychological Assistance Service is a point of reference for any students who encounter
psychological difficulties during their studies (anxiety, relationship problems, academic
performance). It provides counselling so that students can play a productive role in University life
and reap the benefits of their studies, and valuable information and support regarding addictions
(smoking, alcohol, drugs, eating disorders etc.).
The Service, which is completely free of charge for all students of the University of Padova, is set
up by the Department of General Psychology and the Department of Developmental Psychology
and Socialisation in collaboration with ESU.
International students can book an appointment by writing to:
psychological.assistance.scup@unipd.it.
Psychiatric Consultancy Service
The Psychiatric Consultancy Service has been set up by an agreement between the ESU and the
Department of Psychiatric and Neurological Science in order to offer students expert advice on
psychological or personal problems, difficulties or unease.
Servizio di Consulenza Psichiatrica
via Giustiniani 2
Phone: +39 049 8213830
e-mail: crisi.studenti@unipd.it
Dentists
STUDIO ORTODONTICO MIOTTI
Via Aristide Gabelli, 14, 35121 Padova PD, Italy
http://www.studiomiottipd.com/
Phone: +390498757411
MEDICAL CENTER PADOVA SRL
Via Niccolò Tommaseo, 67/B, 35131 Padova PD, Italy
https://www.medicalcenterpadova.it/
Phone: +390498755141
Pharmacy
Usually pharmacies follow the opening hours of all other shops (weekdays, roughly from 9 AM to 7
PM). If you need to access a pharmacy in the evening or weekends, there are pharmacies available
24/7, including public holidays, based on a shift calendar:
http://www.ordinefarmacistipadova.it/farmacie-di-turno.html
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FARMACIA AL DUOMO
Via Daniele Manin, 67, 35139 Padova PD, Italy
https://www.farmaciaduomopadova.it/
Phone: +390498758363
FARMACIA ALLA STAZIONE
Corso del Popolo, 53, 35131 Padova PD, Italy
Phone: +390498759906
FARMACIA INTERNAZIONALE
Via Guglielmo Oberdan, 2, 35122 Padova PD, Italy
https://www.farmaciachiari.it/
Phone: +390498760214
FARMACIA INFANTI
Via Giambattista Belzoni, 17, 35131 Padova PD, Italy
Phone: +39049650159
ACCOMMODATION
UNIPD students can find accommodation at residences, colleges, apartments and establishments
holding agreements with the University.
Many accommodations are reserved to international students, for which there is also an
International Housing Office. Furthermore, a competition is held every year for the allocation of
ESU accommodation.
Housing Office for international students
The Housing Office of the University of Padua, established in September 2020, aims at supporting
international students who comes to Padua for a Bachelor's or Master's degree programme with a
wide array of services, such as:
orientation in the private accommodation market;
English translation of the contracts and explanation of their content;
help in finding suitable accommodation, according to individual needs;
support in dealing with accommodation paperwork (declaration of hospitality, tenancy agreement,
etc.)
Web: https://www.unibeds.it/
Email: housing@unipd.it
Housing ESU
ESU provides accommodation for about 1400 students from outside Padova in its 10 halls of
residence, which are situated in the city centre or near to the university buildings. University
guesthouses are also available for short term stays. Accommodation in halls of residence is
governed by a competition. All the information about requirements and deadlines can be found
every year from the beginning of July in the ESU's website:
https://www.esu.pd.it/en/Pagine/Servizi/Residenze/residenze-esu.aspx
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Prices are calculated according to student merit, family means, and the on-site facilities.
University guesthouses are open from October to the end of July. The prices and quality of the
rooms make them a competitive option for students, teachers and researchers in search of short term
accommodation.
For information about Halls of residences:
ESU ACCOMMODATION SERVICE
via Ospedale civile 19, 35121 Padova
Phone: +39 049 7430604
residenze@esu.pd.it
For information about guesthouses:
ESU ACCOMMODATION SERVICE
via Ospedale civile 19, 35121 Padova
Phone: +39 049 7430604
accommodation@esu.pd.it
CULTURE
Cultural Landmarks
In Padua, you will experience Italian arts, culture and lifestyle to the fullest.
Basilica di Sant'Antonio
In the Paduan tradition, St. Anthony is ‘the Saint’ per excellence, for he is the patron saint of the
city. It contains masterpieces by Donatello, Altichiero da Zevio (in the Oratory of St. George
nearby) and Titian (in the Scuola del Santo). St. Anthony’s Day is celebrated on June 13.
Winter opening times
6.20 am – 7 pm
Summer opening times
6.20 am – 7.45 pm
www.basilicadelsanto.it
Caffè Pedrocchi
Caffè Pedrocchi was completed in 1831. Since its foundation, students were able to meet in the
Sala Verde (Green Room) without having to buy drinks. One wall of the adjacent Sala Bianca
(White Room) has a bullet hole left by an Austrian rifle during the student riots of 1848, recalling
the originally highly animated atmosphere of this coffee-house, a meeting point for students and
professors.
Via VI febbraio 15
www.caffepedrocchi.it
Cappella degli Scrovegni and the Eremitani
Giotto’s decorations for the world famous Scrovegni Chapel were commissioned in 1303 by Enrico
Scrovegni to save the soul of his father, a wealthy money-lender. The frescoes, depicting episodes
from the life of Christ, were completed in 1305.
According to experts, Giotto’s work represents the birth of modern painting and culture. For the
first time in history, the characters are removed from the canons of Byzantine and medieval art and
acquire their own unique features. Particularly worthy of note are the colours, especially the
wonderful lapis lazuli blue, used to represent the sky.
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Outside is the Roman Arena, still used as an open-air cinema in the summer, and nearby are the
Eremitani City Museums with their collections, which include works by Giorgione, Titian,
Veronese, Canova, Tiepolo, and many others.
Near the Museum stands the Eremitani Church, substantially rebuilt after its almost complete
destruction by an Allied bomb in 1944. In the Ovetari Chapel is one of the first frescoed
masterpieces by Andrea Mantegna, who originally came from Padova. What little remains of his
beautiful work is the result of long and meticulous restoration, carried out by generations of experts
using the most modern techniques.
Cappella degli Scrovegni
Bookings required: t 049.2010020
Entrance from Eremitani City Museums
Opening times 9 am – 7 pm
www.cappelladegliscrovegni.it
Eremitani Museum
Piazza Eremitani 8
Phone: 049.8204551
Opening times 9 am – 7 pm
Closed on Mondays
The Duomo
The Duomo, Padova’s Cathedral, with its austere façade of red bricks, was consecrated in 1075.
Next to it is the Battistero (Baptistry), famous for the geometry of its shapes and especially
Eremitani Church Piazza delle Erbe for its frescoes, masterpieces by Giusto de’ Menabuoi, dating
back to the 14th century.
Battistero del Duomo
Piazza Duomo
Opening times 10 am – 6 pm
Phone: 049.656914
Palazzo della Ragione
Construction of this enormous building - the Palace of Reason, or simply Il Salone (Great Hall) was begun in 1218. Originally conceived as the civic and economic centre of the city, its upper
floor was used as a court of law until the fall of the Venetian Republic in 1797.
Almost 100 years after it was built, the three rooms of the upper floor were transformed into a
single great hall with a unique keel-shaped roof. The walls were decorated by Giotto with a highly
detailed and colourful astrological cycle in three bands of frescoes. At one end stands an immense
wooden horse, said to be the model for Donatello’s statue of the condottiere Gattamelata (now
outside the Basilica of St. Anthony).
Over the centuries, the magnificent Salone has been damaged by several fires and even a hurricane,
but always lovingly restored. Its outer medieval porticoes on both sides of the ground floor now
house shops selling all kinds of meat, cheese, fish, and other foodstuffs.
It is now used for exhibitions and events.
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Entrance from “Scala delle Erbe”
Piazza delle Erbe; disabled entrance in
Palazzo Moroni, Via del Municipio 1
Phone: 049.8205006
Winter opening times 9 am – 6 pm
Summer opening times 9 am – 7 pm
Closed on Monday
Prato della Valle and Basilica of St. Justine
The largest square in Padova and perhaps in the whole of Europe, for centuries Prato della Valle
was an unhealthy, malarial marsh until 1775, when the Venetian nobleman, hydraulic expert and
architect Andrea Memmo was commissioned by the Serenissima to reclaim the area. He worked on
a grand scale, and created first an elliptical island surrounded by a canal, crossed by two avenues
with obelisk-decorated bridges spanning the canal and a fountain in the centre; lastly, he surrounded
the whole with 78 (originally 87) statues of famous figures of antiquity. This grand space is now a
great centre of attraction with its highly popular Saturday market, and at other times is crowded
with people, especially on sunny days. At one end of the square stands the majestic Basilica of St.
Justine, a national monument and one of the largest in the Christian world. It houses historic
treasures and works of art, including a library of 130,000 volumes.
Basilica di Santa Giustina
Summer opening times 7.30 – 12 am and 3 – 8 pm
Winter opening times 8 – 12 am and 3 - 5 pm
www.abbaziasantagiustina.org
Piazza dei Signori, delle Erbe, della Frutta
Piazza dei Signori (Square of the Lords, or Seigneurs) takes its name from the ancient Reggia dei
da Carrara (which no longer exists), once the palace of the lords of Padova in the 14th century. It is
one of the most beautiful squares in Padova. On the west side is the Palazzo del Capitanio
(originally for retired sea captains from Venice) with its Torre dell’Orologio (Clock Tower). On the
south is the Loggia del Consiglio, the seat of city council meetings since 1420, and on the east the
small church of San Clemente, dating back to 1190.
Piazza delle Erbe and Piazza della Frutta
The cries of the market sellers, their stalls crammed with every possible kind of fruit and vegetable,
blend with those of others selling plants and flowers, spices, herbs...all creating two of the most
colorful and vital places in the city. Between the two squares stands the immense bulk of the
Salone, with its ground floor shops selling meat, cheese and fish. Nowadays, the stalls also sell
clothes of all kinds, costume jewelry, shoes and leather goods, and many natural products. A hive
of activity every morning!
The squares are linked through the Portico dei Caligari, near the Palazzo del Consiglio, a
romanesque building with a loggia on the ground floor, and the tall Torre degli Anziani (1215).
Completed in 1285 and enlarged in the 16th century, the ground floor of this building was once the
salt depot (Magazzino del Sale) for the whole city.
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Loggia and Odeo Cornaro
The Loggia and Odeo Cornaro are an architectural complex built by Alvise Cornaro in the first half
of the 16th century. Plays by Angelo Beolco (Ruzzante), the most famous playwright in Padova,
were performed in the Loggia.
Via Cesarotti 37
Phone: 049.8763820
Oratorio di San Giorgio and Scuola del Santo
The Oratory of St. George was built in 1377 by the Marquis of Soragna. Next to it is the Scuola del
Santo (Saint's School), once the seat of the Arciconfraternita di Sant'Antonio da Padova
(Brotherhood of St. Anthony).
Piazza del Santo
Phone: 049.8789722
Oratorio di San Michele
The Oratory of St. Michael was built in 1390 by Piero de Bovi. The chapel is decorated a fresco by
Jacopo da Verona.
Piazzetta San Michele 3
Phone: 049.660836
Oratorio di San Rocco
The Oratory of St. Roch was built by the Confraternita di San Rocco (Brotherhood of St. Roch) in
the first half of the 15th century. It is exquisitely decorated with detailed and evocative frescoes
depicting episodes in the life of the saint. It is now used for small exhibitions.
Via Santa Lucia
Phone: 049.8753981
Cinema
In addition to the many film theatres and clubs established in the city and its environs, there is the
Centro Universitario Cinematografico (CUC), which over a period of more than 60 years has
organized countless exhibitions, festivals and cultural initiatives, becoming an irreplaceable
reference point for film buffs.
The Space Multisala
via Breda - 35010 Limena (PD)
Phone: +39 0497663400
Cineplex Multisala
via De Curtis 14 - 35020 Due Carrare (PD)
Phone.: +39 0499126168
Esperia
via Chiesanuova 90 - 35036 Padova (PD)
Phone: +39 0498722711
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Lux
via Cavallotti 9
Phone: +39 049686443
MPX Multisala
via Bonporti, 22
Phone: +39 0498774325
Multiastra
via Tiziano Aspetti 21
Phone: +39 049604078
Piccolo Teatro
via Asolo 2
Phone: +39 0498827288
Porto Astra
via Santa Maria Assunta 204
Phone: +39 049680057
Rex
via Sant’Osvaldo 2
Phone: +39 049754116
Pubs
Q-Bar
Bar, Restaurant, Italian, $$$
Vicolo dei Dotto, 3, 35139 Padova PD, Italy
Phone: +390498751680
Located in Vicolo dei Dotto street, this stylish lounge bar restaurant offers more than enough
reasons to be visited. The interior design is fascinating, with changing colors and lights. Here, the
music is interesting and vivid. You can visit Q-Bar for professional meetings, in order to enjoy a
great dinner or just dance until the late hours.
Bar Ottoemezzo
Bar, Pub Grub, Italian, $$$
6 Corso Giuseppe Garibaldi, Padua, 35123, Italy
Phone: +390498760610
This is a highly recommended bar in Padua, equally worth a visit to grab a bite (try the sandwiches),
enjoy lunch or a drink. The staff is quick, friendly and well informed about the menu, which is
frequently changing.
Corner Bar
Bar, Pub Grub, Italian, $$$
This friendly place is in Padua’s center. It is known for its special owners Stephen and Conrad and
the excellent fresh sandwiches they prepare. There’s a nice atmosphere at this authentic, local
haunt.
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Vanity Lounge Cafe
Bar, Cafe, Pub Grub, Italian, $$$
Via Medoaco, 6, 35135 Padova PD, Italy
Phone: +390497443360
Vanity Lounge Cafe is a great place for drinks and appetizers in the city of Padua. The staff is
friendly and the atmosphere is hospitable. Try the excellent cocktails.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Cost of Living (in €)
Living expenses vary according to personal lifestyle and choice of housing. On average, 1200 € per
month is required to face the basic expenses:
Expenses
Accommodation
Food
Leisure
University (books, etc)

Price in Euros
From 400€ up to 600€
250€
150€
100€

Useful Phone numbers







National emergency number:
Comune di Padova
:
International Affairs & Foreign Services:
Tourist Information Office/Padova:
Fire Department:
Police:
Polizia:
Carabinieri:

112
049 8205572
049 833111
049 5207415
049 8077196
049 8205100
049 8525155

Useful phrases
Hello
Good Morning
Good Afternoon
Good evening/ Good night
See you later
Good bye
Sorry
How are you?
I’m fine, thanks.
My name is …
What’s your name?
Glad to meet you
Hello? Who is speaking?
This is … speaking.

Ciao
Buongiorno
Buon pomeriggio
Buona sera/Buona notte
A dopo
Ciao/Arrivederci
Scusa
Come stai?/sta?(formal)
Sto bene, grazie
Il mio nome è…
Come ti chiami?
Piacere di conoscerti
Pronto? Chi parla?
Sono…
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Can you speak slower,
please?
I don’t understand.
I’m lost
Where is UNIPD?
Where is it?
How much is it?
I would like to buy…
May I get the bill, please?
Do you accept credit card?
I would like a coffee.
Where is the Bathroom?
What time is it?
Help! Police!

Può parlare più lentamente, per
favore?
Non capisco/non ho capito
Mi sono perso/a
Dov’è l’università?
Dove si trova?
Quanto costa?
Vorrei comprare…
Mi può fare il conto, per
favore?
Accetta la carta di credito?
Vorrei un caffé.
Dov’è il bagno?
Che ore sono?
Aiuto! Polizia!

Vocabulary
Yes
No
Open
Closed
Push
Pull
University of Padua
Train
Railway Station
Ticket
Timetable
Bus
Bus stop
City Centre
Post Office
Pharmacy
Hospital
Supermarket
Cinema
Theatre
Restaurant
Butchers
Canteen
Library
Book
Money
Stamp
Food
Bread
Milk
Water

Sì
No
Aperto
Chiuso
Spingere
Tirare
Università di Padova
Treno
Stazione ferroviaria
Biglietto
Orario
Autobus
Fermata del bus
Centrocittà
Ufficio postale
Farmacia
Ospedale
Supermercato
Cinema
Teatro
Ristorante
Macelleria
Mensa
Biblioteca
Libro
Denaro/Soldi
Francobollo
Cibo
Pane
Latte
Acqua
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Days of the week
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Lunedì
Martedì
Mercoledì
Giovedì
Venerdì
Sabato
Domenica

Months of the Year
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Gennaio
Febbraio
Marzo
Aprile
Maggio
Giugno
Luglio
Agosto
Settembre
Ottobre
Novembre
Dicembre

Numbers
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen
Sixteen
Seventeen
Eighteen
Nineteen
Twenty
Thirty
Fourty

Uno
Due
Tre
Quattro
Cinque
Sei
Sette
Otto
Nove
Dieci
Undici
Dodici
Tredici
Quattordici
Quindici
Sedici
Diciassette
Diciotto
Diciannove
Venti
Trenta
Quaranta
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Fifty
Sixty
Seventy
Eighty
Ninety
One hundred
One thousand

Cinquanta
Sessanta
Settanta
Ottanta
Novanta
Cento
Mille
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THE UNIPD STORE

The UNIPD Store was created and designed with the intention of making both students and
visitors familiar with the history and traditions that have made the University famous
throughout the world.
UNIPD
Store
has
three
different
shops
and
an
e-commerce
site
(https://www.unipdstore.it/en/). It offers merchandise such as caps, T-shirts, pens, scarves,
watches and postcards, all bearing the University crest. Well-trained staff are on hand to
help student and tourist with information regarding the University.
The main store is located inside Palazzo del Bo and has been opened to visitors since
March 2002. Another shop is located very close to Palazzo Bo, in via San Francesco, 12. In
addition, the Botanical Garden hosts a UNIPD Store.
UNIPD Store - Palazzo Bo
via VIII Febbraio, 2 - 35123 Padova,
Phone: +39 049.8273110
unipdstore.palazzobo@unipd.it
Opening hours: Mon-Fri 9-18, Sat 9-14
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UNIPD Store - Orto botanico
via Orto Botanico, 15 - 35123 Padova,
Phone:. +39 049.8272156
biglietteria@ortobotanicopd.it
Opening hours: like Botanical Garden
SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION OF SAHC CONSORTIUM

Historic Construction and Conservation Materials, Systems and Damage
By Pere Roca, Paulo B. Lourenço, Angelo Gaetani
https://www.routledge.com/Historic-Construction-and-Conservation-MaterialsSystemsandDamage/Roca-Lourenco-Gaetani/p/book/9781032090238
Finite Element Analysis for Building Assessment: Advanced Use and Practical
Recommendations (in press)
By Paulo B. Lourenço, Angelo Gaetani
https://www.routledge.com/Finite-Element-Analysis-for-Building-Assessment-AdvancedUse-and-Practical/Lourenco-Gaetani/p/book/9781032228396
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